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14 OGtober 2011

IN THE MATTER OF THE LEVESON INQUIRY INTO THE CULTURE, PRACTICES AND
ETHICS OF THE PRE~

WITNESS STATEMENT OF
DUNCAN ROBERT PFUCIE
LARCOMBE

(i)

8tare who you are and provide a brief summary of your career history in the media.

1

I hiWe been working as The Sun’s Royal Editor since J~nuary 2011. Prior to that, I spent
!4 months as the paper’s Defence Editor, Between 2005 end 2009, I worked as Royal
Correspondent, having joined the paper on staff in October 2002. The Sun is the only
natJorml l:mpm I have worked for but after leaving university I worked for three years on the
Kent and Sussex Courier.
Explain how you understand the system of corporate governance to work In practice
at the newspaper Where you are employed ("your newslmper") with particular
emphasis on systems to ensure lawful, profeeatonal and ethical conduot.

2

All repoders at The Sun are given a copy of the staff handbook whk~h outlines the
aXlOec~ions of employees. We am also pedodioally given copies of the Press Complaints
Commission (the "PCC")’s code of conduct, as end when it is updated.

3

The NI Staff Handbook makes it clear that there is an expec~Uon on reporters at The Sun
to adhere to the PCC guidelines in the course of their employment I have also been given
a copy of. the. company’s standards of business conduct (the =SBC’) which outlines the
standards that are expected of all employees and there is a new NI payments policy which
has been distributed to me in hard copy and which I have signed, for. I understand that a
copy of the SBC has been included in a bundle of documents provided to the inquiry on NI
Group Limited (’Nr)’s behalf.

4

More generally, in my experience the culture at the paper is one in which legal and ethical
issues, when they adse, are openly debated and discussed. So, for example, when ethical
imDu,~s adtl~ on stories I am working on, I will cd~n discuss these with the news desk
before taking e decision, From time to time Senior Editors will also Iialee with the PCC to
discuss a story before it is published. For example, when Princes VVilliam and Harry were
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on a flying course at sn RAF b~e in Shrepshire in 2009, they rented a wing of ¯ large
stately home. But before we ran the story, my then Managing Editor, Graham Dudman, and
I discussed whether the PCC would be unhappy with us identifying the stately home for
secudly reasons. The property in question was unique in the area around the RAF base
and there was e concem that the Princes’ address would be identified if we gave too much
detail away in the story. As 8 result of discussions Graham Dudman had with the PCC, we
agreed to tone down the story and did not identify the property as part of a stately home.
It is fairly common for repod~m to consult with the in-houss legal team when working on
stories which have the potential for legal problems. If a reporter is writing a story that may
have legal sensitivitk~, Jt is custom for them to put ~PLEASE LEGAL" at the top of the
copy, indicating that the news desk should then forward the copy to an inJl~USe lawyer
prior to publication. The lawyer will then usually contact the reporter directly to raise any
issues or concerns they may have. For example, in the run up to the recent royal wedding I
had a story that the King of Cambodia was the only foreign royal not to have returned an
RSVP after receiving a wedding invitation. On this occasion I was keen to check with the
lawyem whether they felt we could describe this as ¯ "sensational srtub" by the King of
Cambodia. VVe discussed the background to the sourcing end what o~1 calls I had
made, and they gave the stow a green light. All of the reporters are expected to have, and
fianldy do have, a reasonable grasp of media law and what issues you need to address
before you can publish ¯ story. But the in-house lawyers are there es a back-up and as
experts who can be approached over any concerns.

(3)

Explain your role In ensuring that the coq~rate governance documem and all
relevant policies are adhered to in practice, if you do not Gonsider yourself to be
responsible for this, ~ explain who you onsider to hold that nmptmetbltlty and
why.

6

Although I have the title of "editor’, I am not a manager, nor do I have any staff working
under me. The Sun has roughly 35 staff’ repo~ers. They all report directly to the news desk
teem, which consists of eight staff whose job it is to co-ordinate, oversee and run the daily
work Of news~gathering. The news desk is headed by whoever is acting as News Editor
that day, depending on the rote. Every day the news desk tesm produces e news list of
stories that they are puffing up for the next day’s paper. The News Editor then takes this list
into the rooming conference where the following day’s paper is discussed with the Editor
and other senior staff.

7

As Royal Editor, I am on a par with any other reporter. I do not sit on the news desk. Like
the other news reporters on the paper, I am expected to report to the news desk on a daily
basis. I do not sit in on the daily news conference with senior editorial staff and have never
done so. I am expected to bl%mf end be bl%0fad by members of the news desk on a daily
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basis, They may ask me to look into Ups and stories they have been given, and I will go to
them with stories, tips or suggestions from my own knowledge of my specialist area.
8

I am not therefore responsible for ensudng that policies and guidelines are adhered to other then in relation to me, it is my understanding that the role of ensuring that policies
end guidelines ere adhered to would lie with the News Editor and senior editorial staff,
such as the Deputy Editor, the Managing Editor and the Editor.

(4)

Explain whether the documents and policies refentd to above are adhered to in
praotioe to the best of your knowledge.

9

As far as I am aware these guidelines and rules form a hamework for how reporters on the
t~Eiper carry out their day-to-day roles.
Explain whether these practices or policiet have changed, either recently as a result
of the phone hacking media intereet or Is, dot to that point, and if so, what the
reasons for the change were.

10

I can recall that after the original phone hacking arrests all ~R)ortem were briefed by desk
heads on Newa Internaticnars zero tolerance approach to law breaking by members of
staff in the couree of their work. However, the initial arrest in the phone hacking case did
not directly affect royal reporting at The Sun. Throughout it we maintained a good working
relationship with the baleCe and it is my view that they were W~l aware that although we
were part of the same news organlution, The Sun end the News of the World were
entirely dilfemnt entities, each working quite independently of the other, there wee never
any editorial overlap or sharing of information on stories.

11

In recent weeks it is fair to say that a number of new measures have been introduced, All
editorial staff have been briefed by the new chief executive, Tom Mockrtdge, on What he
ewmcls from his team and reminded that phone hacking and other illegal =mtivities are
totally unacceptable. VVe have alsO eH been briefed on the neW Bribery Act end given ¯
copy of NI’a payments policy document which, as I noted above, we all had to sign for. In
addition, a 24*hour phone line has been set up for NI staff to report any allegations of
illegal activity by colleagues and an independent intemal thveMigation into the legal
eepecta of joumalistia practices across all NI titles is underway.

(s)

Explain where the responeiblilty for checking sourcee of infonnaUon (including the
method by which the information was obtained) lies: from reporter to royal editor to
Editor. and how this Is done in practice (with some represmdaffve examples to add

cmr#y).
12

At a reporter, responsibility for checking sources and the validity of the information they
provide li~ with me as a first point of call, Checking sources is an aspect of my job that I

take extremely seriously.
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13

Whenever dealing with a tipster I ask myself:, who are these people, how reliable is ~eir
information end how do they know what they know? In most cases R is relatively easy to
answer all these journalistic questions very quicldy. People normally say who they are and
how they know what they know, end from that it is usually easy to reach a conclusion ms to
how reliable they are.

14

While the responsibility for checking m source lies With the reporter, the news desk will
olten went to discuss where a story is coming from. They may not demand to know names,
but it is not unusual for them to ask "How cowrldent are you of yOur source? Do they check
out?" The most common question they ask is "Have you stood it up yet?" by which they
mean have I put in a call to the palace to get formal co~n that the story is true?

15

I pride myself on having built up an excellent working relattonsilip with the royal press
o1~ I have daily contact with them and we never run a story involving e member of the
royal family without checking it with the royal media teams prior to publkation. In nearly all
cases this would mean 8 simple phone call to the press officers at the palace or Clarence
House. On odd occasions it may be by text message or e-mail. They are good at offedng
guidance in the majority of cases (although this guidance is always on a strictly "off the
record basis"), which makes the process of double-checkjng information from other
sources pretty straight forward.

16

Every exclusive story is checked with the palace or Clarence House press office. They Will
not mislead the preSS, and I have never known them "leak= a story ahead of its publication
in The Sun. Based on that, puffing a "check call" into the palace is a cast iron way of
ensuring a story is true.

17

The only real exception to this is that the Royal press offices do not comment on stories
relating to health matters of the Reyals, including pregnancies before they have I:~en
formally announced. 8o, for example, if I wee to ring them to say I had a tip that the
Duchess of Cambridge was pregnant, I would expect them to reply, "We do not comment
on matters of health". The logic for this is simple. If they said for guidance, "No she is not
pregnant’, t~n recortem could simply put in a call evew week of the year, until finally the
reply came back "no comment’.

18

Some illustrative examples of the checking process are set out below.
In 2009, a tipster rang the news desk to say that he had "explosive pictures" of
Pdnce VWliam and his then girlfriend Kate Middleton on holiday. The news desk
passed me the tipsters number straight away and within minutes I had spoken to
the tipster and agreed to meet him in West London that eflemoon. However, from
the nature of what we were being offered, ! had immediate concems about who the
tipster was and how he had acquired these pictures, I waited outside Paddington
Station for the tipster, but he did not turn up at the time we agreed.
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Given my concams, I oontacted Clarence House press office and told them we
were being offered pictures and suggested they check with their principals as to
whether any pictures or a camera had gone missing or been mislaid. The tipster
then turned up oulside Paddington Station, as arranged, and showed ms pictures
on a camera memory stick that he claimed to have "found in the street’, i found it
very suspicious and explained that if the memory stick was stolen we would not be
able to publish the pictures and that the police would almost certainly be informed.
Despite this, the tipster insisted he had found them.
I brought the tipster back to the office to meet the deputy edito6 the picture editor
and the head of news. The tipster was asking for £25,000 for the pictures and
agreed to hand them over to us =o that we coUld check them out. Clarence House
then got back in touch with me and said that Pippa Middleton’s car had been
broken into eadler that day and that her camera, containing the holiday pictures,
was in a handbag that had been stolen. As a result of that information we agreed to
hand over to the police the memory stick, and the address and details of the tipster.
He and another man were arrested the following day. I then made a witness
statement to the police and the tipster pleaded guilty to the theft at a later date.

(ii)

In May 20tt, a colleague had received a tiP that Prince V~lliam and Kate Middleton
were buying a property in Regent Park Mews. I e-mailed Miguei Head, their press
secretary, with all the detail ! had asking if it was true. He replied later that day
saying the tip must be a hoax. As a result we never ran the story and the matter
was dropped.

(iii)

In September 20t t, it was being suggested in America that the Duchess of York
was buying a house in I..A, and was quitting Britain for good. ! put this via text
message to James Henderson, the PR man who deals with the Duchess. He
text~ back saying he had oheoked with her and them was no truth in the rurnour.
As a result, we took this guidance in good faith end dropped the stop/.

AS far as I am concerned, these are examples of how I am expected to check out tips that
come into the paper, whilst using my relationship with the palace to ensure blat we am not
duped into publishing hoaxes or stepping outside the law, That said, ! am not senior
enough at the paper to make these decisions without constant contact with my line
managem.

(7)

Explain the extent to which a royal editor is aware, and should be aware, of the
sources of the Information which make up the central stories featured in your
newspaper each day (including the method by which the informMton wee obtained),
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I am always aware of the soumes of my own stories. As noted above, whilst I have the title
of Royal Editor, I do not have any scoff working under me and I do not have any input on
atori~ put up by other membem of staff.
Explain the extent to which you ¢ormider that ethlca can and should pisy a role in
the print media, and what you consider ’ethics’ to mean in this context.
I have always seen it as an immense privilege to work on a national newspaper and have
tried to conduct myself in an ethical manner. I have always underet0od ethics in this
<:ontoxt to refer to those requirements governing how we should behave, mar and above
that which is required by law, Ethics cover every aspect of the job and can rneQn diffm~nt
things in different contexts. For example, at a press conference where the parents of a
missing teenager will be quasi--ned, ethics require reportom to show respect and
sens~ to those parents. When I covered the Sahara Murders, for example, I always
attended these press confemncos in shirt, ’de and suit. AS and when it was my turn to ask a
question, I ~ed to be gentle rather than aggressive, and tone the questions in such a way
that would not corddtx,~m to the parents’ grief.

21

!n the mY~ world, ethics often governs whet we report. For example, we often get advance
notice of where membem of the Royal family will be visiting, but we do not write this until
the palace have given us the go-ahead, because of security ¢oncems.

22

Other examples relate to the work I have done behind-the-r,t~rms to ensure them is no
repeat of the "dark days" when Pdncess Diana was aggressively pursued by
photographers. In 2007, I played a role in ensudng that The Sun agreed not to publish
pictures of Kate Middleton unless she was with Prince William and therefore under the
proteclion of trained ofltcers. It is my recolteotion that this stance was made clear by News
International shordy alter the time she was pictured with dozens of cameramen and
photographers outside her property (January 2007).
In addition, when I became Royal Editor in January 2011, I met with a number of freelance
photogmphem and underlined that we would not publish pictures when) there had been a
pursuit, harassment or invasion of privacy of membem of the royal family. This, I believe,
proved particularly important in the run up to the royal wedding, when a premium was
placed on any picture of the couple. To beck this up, I m~le an agreement with Clarence
House that I would check every picture sent to us of membem of the royal family to ensure
that the above pdndples had been followed, On a number of occasions this agreement has
meant that pictures that have bee. published eisewhem have not been published by The

Sun,
Explain the exlmtt to whloh you. as mya! editor, felt any financial and/or aommen~lal
pm~um from the proprietors of your newspaper, the Editor or anyone else, and
whether any such pnmsure affe,=ted any of the decisions you made an royal editor.
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24

Working on a national daily paper can be a very pressured environment. The i:xeseure I am
under is to ensure that The Sun maintains leading royal coverage, but I think that this
pressure is what makes us good reporters, not bad reporters,

(10)

Explain the extent to which you, as ¯ royal editor, had a finaneial inoentive to print
exclusive stories.

25

As Royal Editor, I am expected to come up with exclusive stories - that is part of the job. In
September every year NI staff ere swarded ¯ small bonus in relation to their performance
in the previous year. Whilst I have been paid this bonus for the past throe years, it never
directly relates to individual stories, but is more ¯ reflection of overall perfommnce covering
all aspects of my employment.

(11)

Explain whether, to the best of your Imowledge, your mmmpapor used, paid or had
any oonneetion with private Investlgetom in order to source stories or information
and/or laid or reseived peymem in Idnd for auoh information from the police,
public officials, mobile phone companies or others with eccees to the same: If so,
please provide details of the numbers of ocmmions on which euch Investigators or
other ex!swnal pmvidere of Information were used and of the amounts paid to them.

26

To the best of my knowledge I have never paid or used a private investigator as a source
of stories, or otherwise. And, although I have dealt with police officers over the course of
my camel’, ! have never paid them, nor been asked to by my employers.

27

I use the words "to the best of my knowledge" because it is no secret that The Sun offers
members of the public payments in rstum for information. These "sources" are morn often
than not me~ of the public with irffon’ms~n they believe would be of interest to The
Sun. For example, ¯ Sun reader may ring the paper after spotting ¯ celebrity on a beach in
the Caribbean. In these instances we would pay a "tip off" fee if the irffomla~n led to a
story or picture making it into the paper, This ks done strictly on an "on publication" basis.
We do not pay cash up front for stories because the vast majority of calls the neWS desk
bakes from members of the public turn out to be wrong, a hoax or duff tips. So far as I am
aware, none of tlleas tipsters has been a private investigator.

(12)

Explain what your role was In instruoting, paying or having any other contact with
suoh private Investigators endlor other extomal providers of information.
Please see my answer to questkm 11 above.
if such investigatom or other extemal pmvklers of Information were used, explsln
whet poli©y/protocol, if any, was ue4KI to fecilitate the use of such inyestloators or
other external providem of information (for exampte, in relation to how they were
identified, how they were choaen, how they were paid, their remit, how they we~
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told to check oouroes, what methods they were told to or permitted to employ In
order to obtain the infomtaffon and so on).
29

I am not aware of any policies or protocols relating to the use of private investigators.

(14)

If there was such s polloyl~l, expMin whether it was followed, and if not, what
practice was followed in re6pect of all these matters.
Please see my answer to question 13 above.
Explain whether there =re any sitmltlomm In which neither the exl~ng
prot0cml/polioy nor the prattles were followed and what preellsely heppenedifatl~l to
happen in those citations. What factors were in play In deciding to depart from the
proto:ol or practice?
Please see my answer to question 13 above.
EXp!sln the extent to which you are awm of protocols or polic,~s operating at your
newspaper in ratation to exper, sms or remunerat!on paid to other extemat sources of
Information (whether actually Gc:,mmlesloned by your newspaper or not).

32

Payments are regularly made to freelance joumalists, photographers and press agencies.
There m also regular occasions when we pay inclividuais who come to us with information
and stories, There have been several occasions when I, as Royal Editor, have paid people
money for stories or pictures that have ended up in the paper. Some of these people have
become regular"tipsters" while others may only have been a one-off.
In all cases, payments have to be authoriseci by the news desk as our line managers if the
payment is more than £1,000 it is my undemtanding that the payment then has to be
authodasd personally by the l~ditor or the Managing Editor. In the vast majority of cases,
the payments am made to known and ~usted sources with ¯ proven track record.

34

For "tipsters", payments am USUally discussed prior to a story being pUblished but the
tipster is told it really depends on how well the stoW makes the paper. A front page story is
obv[oJsly worth morn than a back of the book page lead, but them is no set figure for e
payment; it is based on negotiations. Onoe a story has been published what normally
happens is the tipster then sends us their nan., address and bank delaits end I would
approach the news desk to try and agree a figure with them. Once everyone is happy, I
then put the story details and the tipster’s details into the Editorial Commissioning System
(the =ECr). The news editor then signs off the payment and the money usually goes into
the tipster’s bank four weeks or so later. The vast majority of payments I have dealt with
are for small payments of no more than £500,

36

Very Or_~asionally (I would say on average no more than once a year), I have had to pay
(:ash for a story, without putting a tips~er’s details through the ECS, because the tipster has
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insisted on it. For example, I once got a cash payment of £500 authorised by the new,=
because the Iipster ¢lakited he did not want his wife to know he had sold a story to
The Sun, and so he did not want any paperwork turning up at their house, or money
arriving in their joint acO0unt. Similarly, I once dealt with a woman who did not want her
boyfriend to know she had spoken to The Sun about ¯ royal story. On both occasions, the
news desk was responsible for recording details of these payments.
Payments to freetsrme journalists, photographers and press agencies am all dealt with
through t!le EC8.

(!7)

Explain the practice of your newspaper in relMion to payment of expeneeo and/or
remuneration paid to other external sources of information (whether actually
commimsloned by your newspaper or not).

37

Please see my answer above.

(18)

In respect of editorial decisions you have made to publish stories, explain the
factora you have taken into aocount in balancing the private interests of individuals
(inoludlng the fact that information may have been obtained from paid sourmm in the
circumstances outlined under paragraph 11 above) against the puMle Interest in a
free prmm. You should provide a number of examples of these, and explain how you
have interpreted and appiiad the foregoing public interest.

38

On a weekly basis I have to make dedsions balancing up the private interests of
individuals against the public interest. I am of the view that the royels have a fight to
privacy whilst the public has a right to know who they are, what they ere doing and how
they am behaving. Striking this balance is, in my view, the art of the job of the Royal Editor.
Some examples of reomt decisions I have made in this context are set out below:

(i)

On the Thursday after the royal wedding one of our photographers took a pi~ure of
the Duchess of Cambridge pushing an empty supermarket trolley in the car park of
a supermarket near her home in North Wales. The palace stated that it would have
prtderred that we had respected Kate’s privacy end asked that we did not run the
picture. They were also concerned that our publ~n of a picture of Ket~ near her
home in North WBles might be seen as s green light for freelance photographers to
hound her on a daily basis.
Having discussed these concerns with Clarence House, I k~k the view that on this
occasion the public interest in publishing the pkdum outweighed the private
interests of the individual concerned. It was the first picture of Kate since two billion
people worldwide had seen her marry into the royal family. In my view, the sight of
her pushing her own supermarket trolley gave a natural and extremely telling
indication of the real K, ate. She did not hsve s team of flunkies. Despite the global
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wedding spectacle, here she was going about a mundane, ordinary task which is
typical of the woman that I, as Royal Editor, know.
On this basis, we ran the pictures but not without a follow-up conversation with
Clarence House in which I agreed that from then on we would not set foot on the
island where W~lliam and Kate live unless there was a sbong news-related reason
for us to be them. This follow up conversation was by telephone with Miguel Head,
the Duchess of Cambridge’s press secretaW. It took place the day after we ran the
pictures on or around 6 May 2011.
This kind of compromise is typical of the behind-Me-scenes conversations I have
with the royal media teams on a regular basis. Since that picture was published we
have tumed down several pictures altered to u8 by freelArlog photographers taken
In the area of V~lliem and Kate’s home. Whilst in reality it is not actually my call to
make these kinds of unofficial agreements with the palace, I have found that the
news desk and the Editor are satisfied with my judgement over my own spedalist
8raQ,

(il)

The week before the royal wedding, I became aware th~ Kate Mlddleten and her
family had booked the entire fifth floor of the Godng Hotel for the night before the
wedding, and that the hotel had spent thousands doing the rooms up. I had the
story and a whole selection of pictures of the rooms in question, However, when I
mn this past Miguel Head he requested we hold the story on the grounds of
security, He =mid the police had concerns about that information being in the public
domain at that stage, VVe agreed that if we held the stow, Miguel would let us know
when those conoems had been resolved, Throe days later, once the palace ssld
the police no longer had Secudty concerns, we ran the story on our front page, It
was a dsk holding the story, but the dsk of us losing the scoop was outweighed by
the seourity concems raised by those who job it is to protect the Mlddlaten family.

(,|)

(le)

After t~e royal wedding, I became aware of the exact location where William and
Kate would be honeymooning ahead of their departure. But whilst that was a great
scoop, when I checked with the palace they requested that we did not reveal the
location until the couple were on their way bask home. They raised concems that if
we wrote the story, freelance photographers from all over would heed there and
ruin their ho|lday. Once again I took the decision, following discussions with the
news desk and Clarence House, to let this scoop go on the grounds that in this
instance the pdvete interests of the couple outweighed the public interest in
revealing where they were staying ahead of the honeymoon.

Explain whether you or your nawlpaper ever engaged in or procured others to
engage in ’computer hacking’ in order to source stories, or for any reason.
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I have no knowledge of computer hacking being used in order to source stories and have
never engaged of procured othem to engage in cxxnputer haddng,

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement am true.

Signed ..
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